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Directions: 

1. Fold the 4 ¼" x 11" piece of More Mustard CS in half, with a bone folder, creating a 4 ¼" x 5 ½" card base.  Set aside 

for a moment. 

2. Ink up the solid leaf image stamp, using More Mustard Classic ink.  Ink up the script stamp, using Early Espresso 

Classic ink.   Press the leaf stamp onto the script stamp to transfer the script image onto the leaf stamp.  This is 

known as the kissing technique.  Stamp the kissed leaf onto a scrap piece of Very Vanilla CS. 

3. Ink up the solid leaf image stamp, using Cherry Cobbler Classic ink.  Ink up the script stamp, using Early Espresso 

Classic ink.   Press the leaf stamp onto the script stamp to transfer the script image onto the leaf stamp.  Stamp the 

kissed leaf onto a scrap piece of Very Vanilla CS. 

4. Ink up the small leaf image stamp, using Pumpkin Pie Classic ink.  Ink up the script stamp, using Early Espresso Classic 

ink.   Press the leaf stamp onto the script stamp to transfer the script image onto the leaf stamp.  Stamp the kissed 

leaf onto a scrap piece of Very Vanilla CS. 

5. Ink up the small leaf image stamp, using Old Olive Classic ink.  Ink up the script stamp, using Early Espresso Classic 

ink.   Press the leaf stamp onto the script stamp to transfer the script image onto the leaf stamp.  Stamp the kissed 

leaf onto a scrap piece of Very Vanilla CS. 

6. Cut out all four leaf images, leaving a narrow border, using paper snips. 

7. Distress all four sides of the 3 ¾" x 5" piece of Crumb Cake CS, using the blade on your paper snips. 

8. Distress all four sides of the 3 ⅞" x 5 ⅛" piece of Java CS, using the blade on your paper snips. 

9. Stamp the greeting in the bottom right hand corner of the 3 ¾" x 5" piece of Crumb Cake CS, using Early Espresso 

Classic ink. 

10. Lightly spritz the 3 ¾" x 5" piece of Crumb Cake CS, using the Latte Metallic Maya Mist.  Set this aside to dry. 

11. Center and stick the 3 ¾" x 5" piece of Crumb Cake CS to the 3 ⅞" x 5 ⅛" piece of Java CS, using double sided 

adhesive. 

12. Center and stick the matted 3 ¾" x 5" piece of Crumb Cake CS to the card base, using Stampin' Dimensionals. 

Fall Blessings 

 Supplies: 

 Stamps: Leaf Prints, Fall Elegance (papertrey ink); Reflections (Tim 
Holtz) 

 Ink: More Mustard, Pumpkin Pie, Cherry Cobbler, Old Olive and 
Early Espresso Classic inks (Stampin' Up!); E79 Copic marker 
(Copic) 

 Paper: More Mustard CS, Crumb Cake CS, Very Vanilla CS 
(Stampin' Up!); Java CS (Bazzill) 

 Accessories: bone folder, paper snips, Stampin' Dimensionals, 
basic rhinestones (Stampin' Up!); Latte Metallic Maya Mist (Maya 
Road); Tape Runner XL (thermo-web)  

Dimensions: 

 More Mustard CS: a 4 ¼" x 11" piece 

 Java CS: a 3 ⅞" x 5 ⅛" piece 

 Crumb Cake CS: a 3 ¾" x 5" piece 

 Very Vanilla CS: a scrap piece 
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13. Stick the four leaves to the card, as shown, using Stampin' Dimensionals.   

14. Color three small basic rhinestones, using an E79 Copic marker. 

15. Stick the three colored rhinestones to the card, in the bottom right hand corner, just under the greeting.  You're 

done! 


